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Before doing anything 
advanced:

- Have you already optimized the site?
- Is it technically sound?
- Do you have goals?
- Do you have measurements in place for those goals?
- Do you have the ability to approve or have someone else approve new 

strategies?



Content Gaps



“Take inventory of our keywords, discuss 
priority with client, find gaps where there’s 
also a priority for them.”

“Compare domain vs domain in 
SEMRush”

“Look up competitors in 
SEMRush & compare to our 
client.”

“Qualitative research with 
customers to understand 
painpoints and considerations.”

“Download all keywords & 
competitors into excel & pivot to 
understand areas of opportunity”



Do you know the full capabilities of 
your people, products, & service?



People:
- Who are your experts?
- Who are they connected to?
- What is their reach?



Product:
- What are all the specs? 
- Who uses the product? Personas?
- Known issues
- How do competitors promote it
- Why are you THE company that 

should rank?



Service:
- Is it honestly better than others?
- What do those 1-3 star reviews say?
- What do customer service calls say?



What happens when an SEO 
company doesn’t understand users 
& needs?



- Search volume? - check
- Competition? - check
- Rankings? - check
- Sessions? - check



- User experience? - nope
- Positive reviews? - nope
- Page content? - nope



Finding Content Gaps

Tools: Why Start With Tools?
- SEMRush
- ahrefs
- AnswerThePublic
- Search.carrot2.org
- Bloomberry.com
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Finding Content Gaps

- Enter a keyword
- See topics grouped
- Pulls from Google, Bing, Ask, Yahoo, Wikipedia



Prioritizing Content Gaps



AnswerThePublic.com



Prioritizing Content Gaps



Finding Content Gaps

Follows a hub & spoke 
model

- Moving tips for cats
- For families
- For moms
- For renters
- For students
- For apartments
- For single moms
- To save money
- To reduce stress
- To New York
- For packing
- For seniors



Finding Content Gaps

Addressing Needs:
- Location (NY)
- Situation (cats)
- Constraint (to save 

money)
- Life Stage (seniors)
- Feelings (reduce stress)



Finding Content Gaps

“I've learned that people will forget what you 
said, people will forget what you did, but 
people will never forget how you made them 
feel.” - Maya Angelou



Bloomberry.com



Finding Content Gaps

- Quora
- YAnswers
- Reddit
- City Data
- StackExchange





Conversion Funnel



If you’re not there to help with my 
problem, why should I pick you 
when I know my solution?



Measurement of new opportunities:
- Will it convert? 
- Will it play a role in conversions?
- Does it have significant volume?
- Is it flat out necessary?
- How much is it to create?
- How competitive is the landscape?

How do I know if it’s worth creating?



Will it convert? 
- Do similar topic pages already convert organically?
- Checking on PPC - does it convert there?
- Are others bidding on this?
- Are the results filled with what you’ll write about? 

How do I know if it’s worth creating?



Will it play a role in conversions? 
- Is this a crucial piece of information that will be used?
- Do similar pages lead to assisted conversions?
- Does PPC traffic for this campaign lead to assisted conversions?

How do I know if it’s worth creating?



Does it have significant volume? 
- Define significant - how much is a lead worth to you?
- What’s your conversion rate?

 

How do I know if it’s worth creating?



Is it flat out necessary? 
- Is this providing any value to your products or brand?
- Does this fit into an overall objective?
- Are there several other areas of opportunity to explore first?

 

How do I know if it’s worth creating?



How much is it to create? 
- What is the total big idea, no limits cost?
- What is the MVP cost?
- Is it still worth doing as an MVP?
- Are you able to define the ROI?

 

How do I know if it’s worth creating?



How competitive is the landscape? 
- How many authoritative results exist?
- Are authoritative results on topic?
- SEMRush free tool

 

How do I know if it’s worth creating?



https://www.semrush.com/info/kdt





Competitive Results



Why are they asking this information?

How to answer/fill out this section.

Additional Considerations:

Human Results



Technical Impact on 
Organic Acquisition



Penalties



https://moz.com/google-algorithm-change



The Truth About Penalties:
- Most require fixing several site components
- Most can not be fixed within a week or two
- Reconsideration requests take ~4 times
- All are humbling
- All help kill short-sighted wins only mentality

Penalties



START HERE - 3 items

SKIP HERE - 3 items

Technical SEO



Three places to start:
- Legacy versions of your site. Using WayBack + ahrefs, 

understand what pages have been left out to whither.
- Pull a landing pages report from organic, run those 

through ahrefs bulk URL checker OR 
http://www.urlitor.com/  

Technical SEO

http://www.urlitor.com/
http://www.urlitor.com/


Soft 403s:
- Understand what Google may disregard
- Understand the link value that’s zapped
- Catching content that was unrightfully consolidated

Technical SEO



Pruning Links & Content:
- Review site hierarchy
- Irrelevant links
- Duplicates
- Irrelevant Products

Technical SEO



Technical SEO

- 17 general “About Us” pages
- Resources listing individual 

events
- Categories that just don’t 

matter
- FAQs in dropdown nav



Technical SEO

https://moz.com/blog/pruning-your-ecommerce-site



Do These Last:

Acquired sites: 
- Sites from a few years ago that you haven’t done anything with 

will likely draw very few increases.
- Outreach vs spending time setting up 100 redirects

Technical SEO



yoursite.com.webstatsdomain.org

Technical SEO



Do These Last:

Blog pagination opportunities:
- Google gets this. No rel prev rel next? No sweat, even if your  

/blog?pg=2 points back to /blog, Google gets that you still want 
it to index the rest of your posts. 

- With an XML sitemap, I haven’t seen this be an issue in 
years.

Technical SEO



Blog Pagination 

Technical SEO



Do These Last:

Pruning (wait, what?):
- What about pruning your blog? 
- Yes if it helps fit your brand.
- Yes if there are many broken, ill formatted posts.

Technical SEO



Pruning Websites 

Technical SEO



Pruning Blog/Resources? 

Technical SEO

Posts Removed: 84
Percentage of Total Posts: 9%
Posts with broken images/charts/formatting: 75
Posts with Converting Traffic: 0
Posts with > 20 annual organic sessions: 0



Pruning Blog/Resources? 

Technical SEO

Sessions Post Pruning: 2% below site average
Posts about selling your MySpace page: 0
Posts with broken images: 75 fewer
Posts with broken formatting: 75 fewer
Ability to run a test quickly: Positive
Impact on Brand: Positive



Referral Impact on Organic 
Acquisition



When we stop talking about:

- Clickbait
- Linkbait
- Number of links
- DA/PA
- .edu & .gov authority

Linkbuilding - Referral Building



When we start talking about:

- Referral revenue
- Sessions
- Reach
- Brand building

Linkbuilding



Doing things the right way:

- Guest posts
- Comment links
- Forum links
- Paid sponsorships
- Paid reviews

Linkbuilding



Paying for it: But Google says that’s bad!

- Is there interaction? Retweets, shares, pins, etc.
- Are there commenters?
- Is there a social component to your brand review, product 

review, interview, giveaway, advertorial?
- Nofollow? Fine by me
- Followerwonk - what new potential customers are there?

Linkbuilding



Linkbuilding



When we start talking about:

- Referral revenue
- Sessions
- Reach
- Brand building

Linkbuilding



Sponsored Post: $700

- Referral revenue: $11,000+ direct
- Sessions: 13,000+
- Reach: 200,000+
- Brand building: 500 comments
- Links: who cares

Linkbuilding



Linkbuilding

Build something valuable so your outreach is a favor
 

- Solves an industry issue
- Saves a substantial amount of time
- Helps get non-customers/customers to a decision faster
- Designed well, simple to use.
- Find those out of date resources and blow them out of the 

water.

Killing excuse - I don’t have time, I can’t give away product, I don’t 
offer coupons, I don’t...



Linkbuilding

Build something valuable so your outreach is a favor
 

- Get feedback from end users before, during, after
- Get feedback from potential promoters BEFORE
- Get someone else in your company to review midway
- Have a reverse timeline on hitting deadlines



Linkbuilding - Referral Building

http://bit.ly/RefAnalysis 

http://bit.ly/RefAnalysis
http://bit.ly/RefAnalysis


Referral Building

https://analytics.google.com/…..table.rowStart%3D0%26explorer-table.rowCount%3D50/



How do you make customers feel special?

Being Human



Potential Customer: Wanted a pair of socks
Cost of Socks: $10
Results: ???

Being Human



Investment: $15
Sessions: 3,000
Revenue: $1,000+
Assisted Conversion Revenue: $2,500
Posts Prior: 1 Posts After: 23
Link: Who cares

“I had never been to the website, but now that I’ve heard of them, 
I’m going to stop by.”

Being Human



DISC:
- Dominance
- Influence
- Steady
- Compliance

Understanding each type of person as well as internal 
team motivations. 

CrystalKnows.com 

Being Human



Being Human

D - Dominance

Need to be direct

Makes quick decisions

Forward looking

Dislikes ambiguity

Biggest dislike - getting taken advantage



Being Human

I - Influence

Disorganized

Optimist

Needs to be liked

Allow time for socializing



Being Human

S - Steady

Non-Emotional

Rule Follower

Sincerity

Empathy



Being Human

C - Compliance

Perfectionist

Graphs/Charts/Data

Hypothesize - Test - Refine

Definitive Steps & Benchmarks

Attention to Detail



1. Know the full capabilities of your people, products, & service
2. Understand needs by location, situation, constraint, life stage, 

& by feeling
3. Prioritize your buckets of opportunity 
4. Help people throughout the funnel

TL;DR Content Overview



http://bloomberry.com/
http://search.carrot2.org/stable/search
http://answerthepublic.com/ 
http://www.semrush.com
https://moz.com/followerwonk/
http://webstatsdomain.org
https://www.crystalknows.com 
 

TL;DR Tools Overview
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https://moz.com/google-algorithm-change 
https://moz.com/blog/pruning-your-ecommerce-site 
http://www.blindfiveyearold.com/social-signals-and-seo 
http://www.seerinteractive.com/blog/optimize-meta-descriptions-usi
ng-ppc-data/ 

TL;DR Article Overview

https://moz.com/google-algorithm-change
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Everett Sizemore - https://twitter.com/balibones 
Abby Covert - https://twitter.com/Abby_the_IA 
Pete Meyers - https://twitter.com/dr_pete 
Rob Bucci - https://twitter.com/STATrob 
Sha Menz - https://twitter.com/ShahMenz 
Dan Shure - https://twitter.com/dan_shure 
Joy Hawkins - https://twitter.com/JoyanneHawkins 
Emily Yetzer - https://twitter.com/EmilyYetzer 
Mack Fogelson - https://twitter.com/mackfogelson 

TL;DR People Overview

https://twitter.com/balibones
https://twitter.com/Abby_the_IA
https://twitter.com/dr_pete
https://twitter.com/STATrob
https://twitter.com/ShahMenz
https://twitter.com/dan_shure
https://twitter.com/JoyanneHawkins
https://twitter.com/EmilyYetzer
https://twitter.com/mackfogelson
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